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Contact usOUR HISTORY

Several years ago Dr. Beckman began offering
a reduced-fee schedule for patients who don't
have traditional insurance.

One of our long-time patients had to leave the
practice after finding out his plan had
terminated. It was a typical online plan where
you send money to a company and they put you
on a list of participating dentists. These
companies do not provide a monetary benefit
directly to the dentist. The dentist’s benefit
under this type of plan is to simply obtain a new
patient.

This gentleman stated, “Why should I pay
somebody I never met to go to another
office? How about I pay you what I pay them and
you keep offering me the same fee schedule?”

With that, the Dr. Beckman Plan was born. Many
patients are on the roster today. Dr. Beckman
doesn’t want cost to be something that gets in
the way of your receiving quality dental care, so
he has purposefully kept the enrollment fee
lower than what you will find online.

A nominal annual fee for either a family or an
individual will allow you to receive treatment at
greatly reduced rates. Our in-house plan is
comparable to any of the online plans you will
find in today’s market. This is an annual fee plan.
It can be renewed automatically at your inclusion
date.

A small administration fee will be applied for
those who do not renew within a month of their
inception date. Other specifics of the plan can be
discussed with any of our dedicated office front
desk staff.



THE BREAKDOWN

How much?

$330.00 per year for an
individual
$530.00 for a family (up to
four individuals)
Each additional family
member is an additional
$50.00.

Benefits

One free cleaning, exam and
four x-rays per year.**
50% off of the second
cleaning per year.
Discounted fees on all
dental services.

The plan runs one year annually from
the date of purchase. Renewal will be
automatically billed on the expiration
date. If the renewal fee is not received
during that 30-day billing cycle
subsequent to the anniversary date of
the plan, an additional $50.00
reinstatement fee will be added to the
cost of the plan.
 
This plan accrues no monetary benefit
for the patient. The free services are
considered a discount to zero. The free
services cannot be carried over into the
next annual plan term. Dr. Beckman
holds no fiduciary responsibility by
offering a reduced fee dental plan. This
plan is not transferable.
 
In general, the fees are a 25%
reduction of the standard fee schedule.
Therefore, a 25% discount will be given
for any procedures not found in the fee
schedule.
 
A 5% reduction in the cost of the next
year’s annual plan will be given by
referring another patient who also
enrolls in the Dr. Beckman Plan
(immediate family excluded).

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Two Surface Filling
 
 
Root Canal - Molar
 
 
Crown
 
 
Partial
 
 
Denture
 
 
Root Plan & Scaling
 
 
Extraction
 
 
Gingivectomy
 

COMMON TREATMENT PLANS

**This service is considered a
pro bono courtesy,  there is no
monetary value associated and
no fiduciary responsibility.

Standard Fee - $246.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $1150.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $1261.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $1,716.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $1,845.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $244.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $309.00
 
 
Standard Fee - $612.00
 

Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $98.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $759.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $789.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $967.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $874.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $123.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $141.00
 
 
Dr. Beckman's Fee Plan- $216.00
 


